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Goals

� Introduce tools support for assembling SCA 
modules

�Provide a simple example of an SCA-based 
application

The goals of this presentation are to introduce tools support for Service Component 
Architecture (SCA) provided in WebSphere Integration Developer V6.0 and provide a 
simple example of an SCA-based application.
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Agenda

�Tools Support

�Example

�Summary and References

This section will provide an overview of the tools support for building SCA applications.
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Module Assembly in Integration Developer V6

�Assembly Editor

�Primary tool for composing SCA-based applications

�Visual tool for specifying
� Service components

– Interfaces, implementation type, and references

� Stand-alone references

� Exports

� Imports

� Wires connecting component references with the appropriate target service

� Several development approaches are supported
� Top down

� Bottom up

� Meet in the middle

WebSphere Integration Developer V6.0 provides first class tools support for building SCA based applications targeted 
for WebSphere Process Server V6.0.  The primary tool for defining and assembling SCA artifacts is the Assembly Editor.  
This editor allows developers to visually build SCA elements such as service components, exports, imports, and stand-
alone references as well as wire together components to build a composite application.  For each element that is visually 
created using the assembly editor, Integration Developer tools take care of generating the appropriate SCDL definitions 
for each component behind the scenes.  

When using the assembly editor there are several development approaches.  First, you can build your SCA application 
using a top-down development model. In this case you can use the assembly editor to diagram and model your 
application before there is any backing business logic created. Once components are added to the assembly diagram in 
the editor, you can assign interfaces and even create new interface definitions for each component from within the 
editor. Once the SCA components are defined with their interfaces and references, you generate skeleton 
implementations from them, and edit the implementations to add your business logic.

In the "Bottom up" development model, you start by defining your business logic by implementing BPEL processes, 
business state machines, business rules, and human tasks.  Then, you create the SCA artifacts for these 
implementations by dragging them and dropping them onto the assembly diagram.  As part of this process, the 
appropriate interfaces and references are automatically added to the artifacts.  You complete the assembly by wiring the 
SCA elements together.

Finally, in the "Meet in the middle" development model, you define the elements in the assembly diagram and their 
implementations in parallel.  As with the "top down" approach, you create the assembly diagram in the assembly editor.  
But unlike the "top down" approach, you do not generate implementations from the elements in the diagram.  Instead, 
you select the appropriate implementation that you created in parallel.  The developer should know that the parallel 
activities, creating the diagram and creating their implementations, are not done in isolation.  You must know the 
interfaces and references for each element in order to create its implementation, and vice versa.  The point is that you 
do not have to wait for one activity to finish before you begin with the other.
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Assembly Editor: Getting Started

Assembly diagram

Canvas

Palette

Components

Import, Export, Stand-alone Reference

Interface Map and Selector
Wire tool

Add 
interface

Add 
reference

Shows 
implementation 

type
Reference

Each module project in WebSphere Integration Developer V6.0 has one assembly 
diagram associated with the SCA project.  The assembly diagram for a module is found in 
the Business Integration view directly under the project folder, and is given the same name 

as the module project.  To open the assembly diagram in the assembly editor, double click 
on the assembly diagram icon in the business integration view.

On the left of the assembly editor is a palette that allows you to add various SCA artifacts 
to the assembly diagram and wire them together to build a composite application.  The 

canvas area of the assembly diagram shows the various components that make up the 
SCA application in the module project.  Much of your assembly work can be done from 

right within the assembly diagram using the palette, action bar, and context menus.  In 

addition to this, the Properties view is also an important part of building your assembly 

diagram.  The Properties view is tightly associated with the assembly diagram, and 
enables typical and advanced service component configuration activities.
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Assembly Diagram: Properties

�Use the properties view to 
configure selected component 
in the assembly diagram

Description tab

Details tab

Implementation 
tab

Like most editors, the assembly editor is tightly integrated with the properties view.  When 
a particular component is selected in the assembly editor, the corresponding properties for 
that component are available for viewing and editing in the Properties view.  For service 

components there are three tabs that are displayed in the properties view:

Description tab – Is used to view and edit general properties about the service component.

Details tab – Is used to view and edit interfaces and references associated with the service 

component.  Note that there is also the ability from this tab to set qualifiers for interface 

and reference scopes.

Implementation tab – Is used to view and edit configuration associated with the particular 

implementation type for the selected component.  Implementation level qualifiers are also 

set from this tab. 

The properties view of import and export components are similar to service components, 
with the exception of the Implementation tab.  For import and export elements you do not 

have an implementation tab, rather this tab is replaced with a Bindings tab that allows the 

developer to configure information that is specific to the type of binding for that element.
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Assembly Diagram: Adding Elements

� Add export from palette or context menu of assembly diagram

� Select a component in assembly diagram and choose “Export…”

from the context menu

� Drop an interface from module or library project onto assembly 

diagram and select “Export with…”

Export

� Add import from palette or context menu of assembly diagram

� Drop an export from another module onto assembly diagram

� Drop an interface from module or library project onto assembly 

diagram and select “Import with…”

Import

� Add component from palette or context menu of assembly diagram

� Drop an interface from module or library project onto assembly 

diagram and select “Component with no implementation type”

� Drop an implementation onto assembly diagram

Service 

Component

Add OptionsType

The table on this slide lists the various ways developers can add components, imports, 
and exports to the assembly diagram.  In all cases, these elements can be added to the 
assembly diagram using the palette from the assembly diagram editor or by dropping the 

appropriate interface onto the assembly diagram and selecting the appropriate component 
type from a dialog box.  Typically the method the developer uses for adding components 
to the assembly diagram will depend on whether he/she is using a top-down or bottom-up 

development approach.
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Assembly Diagram: Interfaces

� Interfaces can be added 

�Before wiring to a target component

� Action bar           

� Properties view or context menu

�By dropping an interface or 

implementation on the assembly 

diagram

�Automatically during wiring to a target 

component

Add wire

Preference

Once a component has been added to the assembly diagram, the developer may need to 
add one or more interfaces to the component definition.  Interfaces may be added to the 
component definition explicitly using the appropriate action bar icon, from within the 

properties view, or from the context menu.  However, interfaces can also be added to a 
service component automatically when the developer takes a particular action.  For 
example, if an interface or implementation is dropped onto the assembly diagram from the 

physical resources or business integration view, that interface will be added to the service 
component defined by this action.  Likewise, an interface definition can automatically be 
added to a service component definition when an attempt is made to wire a reference with 
a particular interface to a component that does not include that interface definition.  In this 

case, WebSphere Integration Developer V6.0 prompts the user to find out if they want to 

have an interface automatically created on the target service component. 
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Assembly Diagram: References

� References can be added 

�Before wiring to a target component

� Action bar           

� Properties view or context menu

�Automatically during wiring to a 

target component

Add wire

Reference 
name

Preference

Like interfaces associated with a component, references on a service component definition 
can be added in several different ways.  References can be added explicitly from the 
action bar that appears above a service component in the assembly diagram.  Likewise, 

you can also use the properties view or context menu for a service component to add a 
reference.  Another approach is to allow the assembly editor tools to add the reference 
automatically when wiring together two components when the caller does not already have 

a reference to the target component.  In this case, the assembly editor will prompt the 
developer indicating that a reference will be added to the source node.  This prompt can 
be disabled by selecting the assembly editor preference to always create a reference 
without prompting.
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Assembly Diagram: References (Continued)

� Java-to-WSDL references

�Allows stand-alone references or Java™ service 
components to access components with WSDL interfaces

� Client can now use type safe invocation rather than dynamic

Java Interface Type WSDL Interface

Add wire

Preferences

The assembly editor also provides a feature that converts WSDL interface references to a 
Java interface on a reference definition.  This allows stand-alone references or Java 
service components to access target components with a WSDL interfaces using a strongly 

typed Java interface rather than the dynamic invocation approach.  When wiring together a 
stand-alone reference or a Java service component with a interface that has a WSDL port 
type interface, the tools will prompt the user about whether or not to convert the reference 

to a Java interface.  Selecting ‘Yes’ causes the tools to generate a Java interface based
upon the target WSDL interface.   By selecting the ‘Remember my decision…’ check box, 
the developer can automatically set a preference to have the tools always covert the 
WSDL reference to Java reference or to never perform this conversion.
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Assembly Diagram: Wires

�Components can be wired together by the

�Wiring tool from palette

�Wiring handle

�Context menu option

�The properties view can display important 
information about a wire

Click on the wire
and go to the 
Properties view

There are several ways components can be wired together.  First a wire can be created 
between two components by using the wiring tool from the palette.  There is also a yellow 
wiring handle that appears, when an item is selected, on the side of a service component 

or reference.  This wiring handle can be selected and pulled over to the target component 
to create a wire.  Finally, there are several context menu options available for creating 
wires between components.  By selecting a wire and going to the properties view you can 

view some important information about the wire definition.  Specifically, you can determine 
the reference name which is needed to locate a service from the ServiceManager with the 
client programming model.  You can also view the reference name by explicitly selecting 
the reference in the assembly diagram and viewing the properties view or the hover help.
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Assembly Diagram: Selecting Implementation

�Creating a new implementation

�Select an existing implementation

�Context menu for component in 
assembly diagram

�Drop existing implementation onto 
assembly diagram

Select type if 
not specified

Select type if 
not specified

Component with no 
implementation

Service components in an SCA module will all ultimately have an implementation type 
associated with them.  There are several ways to indicate this implementation type for a 
component.  The first way to do this is by dropping a component of a particular type, such 

as Java, Process, or Human Task from the palette and onto the canvas of the assembly 
editor.  However, if you have a generic component with no implementation type on the 
assembly diagram, you can use the context menu options to either generate a new 

implementation and select the type, or by selecting an existing implementation.  You can 
select an existing implementation by using the context menu option or by dropping an 
existing implementation, from the Physical Resources view for example, onto the 
assembly diagram.
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Agenda

�Tools Support

�Example

�Summary and References

This section will provide several examples that highlight the SCA client programming 
model.
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Example: HelloWorld

The diagram on this slide provides an overview of the example used to highlight the SCA 
programming model in the next several slides.  In this example, there is a HelloWorld 
module that contains a simple service component that has a WSDL port type interface and 

a Java implementation.  This service component does not have any references to other 
service components.  Also included in the module is a stand-alone reference that is used 
by a client JSP to invoke the simple HelloWorld Service component.
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Example: HelloWorld Assembly Definitions  

<scdl:component displayName="HelloWorld" name=“HelloWorld" ...>

<interfaces>

<interface xsi:type="wsdl:WSDLPortType”

portType="ns1:HelloWorldInterface">

<method name="sendMessage"/>

</interface>

</interfaces>

<implementation xsi:type="java:JavaImplementation”

class = “sample.HelloWorldImpl”/>

</scdl:component> 

<scdl:references ... >

<reference name="HelloWorldInterfacePartner">

<interface xsi:type="wsdl:WSDLPortType" 

portType="ns1:HelloWorldInterface"/>

<wire target=“HelloWorld”/>

</reference>

</scdl:references>

HelloWorld.component

sca.references

Standalone
Reference

HelloWorld
Component

As a brief introduction to the Service Component Definition Language (SCDL), this slide 
provides an overview of the HelloWorld component definition, as well as the stand-alone 
reference definition.  Note that for the HelloWorld component the interface type is WSDL 

port type, and that the implemenation type is Java.  Notice the reference name in the 
stand-alone reference definition because this name is needed later in this example to pass 
to the ServiceManager to look up the HelloWorld service.  Also note in the stand-alone 

reference the wire definition that has a target that points to the HelloWorld component. 
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Example: HelloWorld Implementation Details

HelloWorldImpl.java

public class HelloWorldImpl {
public String sendMessage(String message) {

return "The following message was submitted: " + message;
}

}

HelloWorldInterface.wsdl

Implementation

In the example presented so far, the HelloWorldInterface associated with the HelloWorld 
component is defined using a WSDL port type interface.  That interface definition is 
highlighted on this slide, along with the Java class used to implement the service 

component.
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Example: HelloWorld Client Implementation

index.jsp (Client Programming Model)

try {
ServiceManager serviceManager = new ServiceManager();
Service service = (Service) 

serviceManager.locateService("HelloWorldInterfacePartner");

String theMessage = request.getParameter("message");
DataObject resp = (DataObject) service.invoke("sendMessage", theMessage);
if (resp != null) {

out.println("<p>" + resp.getString("status") + "</p>");
}

} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println(e);

}

Reference 
Name

Invoke the 
“sendMessage”

service
Get status String from 
returned DataObject

This slide highlights the client code needed to invoke the HelloWorld service component 
from within a client JSP.  The first step is to use the ServiceManager to locate the 
HelloWorld service.  This is done with the locateService method and passing in the 

reference name for the stand-alone reference that is wired to the HelloWorld service 
component.  The next step is to call the invoke method to invoke the sendMessage 
operation on the HelloWorld interface.  Finally the response from invoking the service can 

be displayed to the user.
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Example: HelloWorld Artifacts

Implementation of 
HelloWorldInterface

Definition of HelloWorld 
service component

Standalone 
reference
definition

HelloWorld 
module 

definition

HelloWorldInterface 
WSDL definition

The Physical Resources view in WebSphere Integration Developer is a useful view for 
looking at all of the resources that make up an SCA module.  These resources can be 
particularly useful when debugging an application or just learning more about the definition 

language used to define SCA components. 
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Agenda

�Tools Support

�Example

�Summary and References

This section will provide a summary of SCA.
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Summary

�SCA is the fundamental component model for 
WebSphere Process Server V6

�Programming model the Service Oriented Architecture 
solution

�SCA helps separate business logic from 
implementation

�Focus is on assembling solutions rather than 
implementation details

�Mitigates need for integration developers to have deep 
knowledge of Java or J2EE

�Aimed at helping J2EE developers become more 
productive

SCA is the fundamental component model for WebSphere Process Server V6 and 
provides the basis of the service oriented architecture solution.  SCA helps separate 
business logic from implementation and allows developers to focus  on assembling 

solutions rather than implementation details.  
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References

�Service Data Objects (SDO)
�http://www-128.ibm.com/developerworks/library/j-commonj-sdowmt/

�http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-sdo/

�http://download.eclipse.org/tools/emf/sdo/javadoc/commonj/sdo/package-summary.html
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